
Psycho-Cybernetics
DAILY AND WEEKLY PROGRAM

In our ‘conscious mind’ we decide to set a goal. Our brain and nervous system are a servo – mechanism and will strive to achieve goals 
– acting like a guiding missile. Unfortunately, the servo – mechanism might not lock onto the target we wanted in our conscious mind. 

So why wouldn’t it follow the orders we send from our conscious mind? 

The answer is the servo – mechanism uses a courier – our self image. However, the self image is more than a courier. It is a sensor. It will change the 
goal in order to match itself. 

OUR GOALS MUST BE CLEAR, PRECISELY DETAILED, AND HAVE A PERFECTLY COMMUNICATED SENSE OF DIRECTION. 

WE MUST CHANGE OUR SELF IMAGE TO MATCH OUR GOALS. WE MUST “SEE” OURSELVES AS $1,000,000 DOLLAR 
PEOPLE FIRST. WE MUST WORK AS HARD ON OUR SELF IMAGE AS WE DO ON OUR GOALS. THIS MEANS CREATING 
RITUALS AND HABITS THAT SUPPORT OUR GOALS. 

Changing our self image must be achieved through creative imagination. 

We must align our left brain (logic, facts, figures, and analysis) with our right brain (concepts, emotions, images, and sensations). 

NEXT, WE MUST BUILD RELEVANT KNOWLEDGE AND RELEVANT SKILLS AS WE PROGRESS TOWARD OUR ULTIMATE GOAL. 

WE MUST LEARN TO RELAX UNDER PRESSURE. WE CAN ACCOMPLISH THIS THROUGH THE WORK/RELAX/WORK/RELAX 
TECHNIQUE. NAPING, RELAXING, AND IMAGINING. 

DAILY SCHEDULE 

1. MENTAL “VERBAL” REHEARSAL OF THE GOAL

2. VIVID MENTAL MOVIES

3. AFFIRMATION AND BELIEFS

4. DAILY GOAL DIRECTED ACTIONS

5. ALL TIED TO VISUAL PHSYCOLOGICAL 
TRIGGERS

6. ASSERTIVE COMMUNICATION WITH 
YOURSELF AND OTHERS

7. RELAXATION THROUGHOUT THE DAY

8. DAILY THANKS – GRATEFULNESS

9. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

10. LEARNING FROM TODAY (JOURNALING 
SUCCESS) AND ORGANIZING FOR 
TOMMORROW/WEEK

DEALING WITH & REMOVING EMOTIONAL SCARS

Hyper – sensitivity: even if you’re feeling hurt the advice is simply to 
“move on”. The question to “ponder” is whether you’re willing to be 
distracted from your goals. 

Chronic Dependency: by KEEPING a record of your daily successes you 
can learn to recognize your own worth rather than depending on others. 

Resentment: if you feel badly towards someone, are you going to allow 
that to sidetrack you? Forgive others and create your own success. You are 
responsible. 

Guilt: look on yourself with kind eyes, forgive yourself and move on. You can 
learn from your mistakes. 

Fear: gradually you can build a self image of resiliency where you can treat 
actions that didn’t turn out as you wanted in a positive light. 

**Constantly pay attention to your emotional scars, remove them, 
and move forward. 

SUCCESS TYPE PERSONALITY 

SENSE OF DIRECTION – you must have goals. 

UNDERSTANDING – the difference between true and false 
information. 

COURAGE – To change, to stumble, to ask, to act

CHARITY – in helping others we learn to help ourselves. 

ESTEEM – Build a strong self image.

SELF CONFIDENCE – Focus on your successes not failures. 

SELF ACCEPTANCE – We are not perfect, just try to be best ‘us’. 

** Learn to develop ourselves within these guidelines. 

RECOGNIZE AND REVERSE SIGNS OF FAILURE

FRUSTRATION – exert control by setting new realistic goals

AGGRESSIVENESS – understand it and channel it properly

INSECURITY – build your self image and inner resources

LONELINESS – don’t isolate yourself, get actively involved

UNCERTAINTY – trust your goals seeking servo mechanism

RESENTMENT – forgive and release the past. Focus on goals

EMPTINESS – find a challenge to inspire you 
** These are the traits of a Failure Type Personality. Learn to 
recognize these quickly and take actions to correct our course.


